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Abstract

The aims of this project are to achieve better oral skills and to increase students’ self-confidence
when taking language exams. This promotes the final goal, which is better employability of young
people because of better language skills.

The methodology used to achieve this are above all CLIL-style workshops, which are backed up
by English. Secondly, students create their own practice material, which helps them understand
language problems and language exams better. Methods of peer-teaching are used.

Working together and communicating with others in international and intercultural meetings not
only increases understanding but leads to a noticeable improvement of personal and professional
skills. These experiences motivate young people to continue their studies and add on to their
language portfolio. 

Here is one example to show how this works in a European context in which schools from
Estonia, Finland, Scotland, Italy and Germany work together.
With an international meeting in Italy ahead, participating students (who do not speak Italian but
French, e.g.) are prepared for the visit with language cards and phrases (level A1); for
pronunciation and revision, they practice with school mates who take Italian. In Italy, they work
together with other international students in workshops which are conducted in Italian. Because of
the environment and their language basics they cope; more complicated matters are additionally
explained in English. Since the students live in families during their stay, they are also surrounded
by the Italian language in their hosts’ homes and they can use simple phrases. Understanding the
workshops and participating in conversations makes them more confident.

Back home, they continue practicing their language skills with tasks and games to master the
Italian language test level A1. They also create their own practice material. While teachers prepare
them for the written and the listening parts, school mates practice the oral exam parts with them. 
With these preparations, all eight students who participated in the Italian visit and the workshops
passed the language exam and can now add the A1 Italiano certificate to their language portfolio.

In a European context, this increases their employability; it also serves as a personal motivation
for these young people to acquire more knowledge about other languages and people.
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